
Our company is hiring for an access developer. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for access developer

Analyse and model our data into appropriate schemas suitable for analysis
and/or long-term archiving
Analyze data and produce operational, finance and management reports
Assist with performance tuning and optimization of existing OLTP
PostgreSQL databases
Keep up to date with the latest developments in databases, data visualization
and associated technologies
Depending on the projects you will work on, focus will be on building systems
to develop more complex business or risk control capabilities
In each of the teams some modules will use modern C++ code & features
while some others are using more legacy code
Part of an Agile/Continuous Delivery/DevOps feature team (the Electronic
Market Access team is organized in different Features Teams aligned to
different businesses), organized around sprints following the Scrum
methodology
Participate in the various Scrum meetings as a cross-functional & cross-
component team member, but also expected to be able to play the role of
Scrum master alternatively with other members of the team
Contribute actively to the Continuous Delivery through development of
automatic testing, continuous build & automatic deployment improvements
Accompany the production team on supporting the applications by sharing
knowledge, improving support tools, discussing code changes, assisting them
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Qualifications for access developer

Strong technical and analytical skills with the ability to analyze system
functionality and resolve production issues
Strong interpersonal skills and strong written and oral communication
2-3 years of hands-on development experience with SailPoint
Strong understanding of relational database structures and design (including,
, data relational history, data import/export, and auditing capabilities)
Customer Service/International Supply Liaison between a regions (APAC,
LATAM, or EMEA) markets and global sourcing facilities on issues concerning
parts availability, logistics, and order fulfillment
Work with Inventory Control, Parts Distribution Centers, Logistics, Technical
Service Operations , and Purchasing to resolve aged customer backorders
and critical customer cases


